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Abstract
I/O-intensive parallel programs have emerged as one of the leading consumers of cycles on parallel
machines. This change has been driven by two trends. First, parallel scientific applications are being used
to process larger datasets that do not fit in memory. Second, a large number of parallel machines are being
used for non-scientific applications. Efficient execution of these applications requires high-performance
I/O systems which have been designed to meet their I/O requirements. In this paper, we examine the
I/O requirements for data-intensive parallel applications and the implications of these requirements for
the design of I/O systems for parallel machines. We attempt to answer the following questions. First,
what is the steady-state as well peak I/O rate required? Second, what spatial patterns, if any, occur in
the sequence of I/O requests for individual applications? Third, what is the degree of intra-processor
and inter-processor locality in I/O accesses? Fourth, does the application structure allow programmers
to disclose future I/O requests to the I/O system? Fifth, what patterns, if any, exist in the sequence of
inter-arrival times of I/O requests? To address these questions, we have analyzed I/O request traces for a
diverse set of I/O-intensive parallel applications. This set includes seven scientific applications and four
non-scientific applications.

1 Introduction
Until recently, most applications developed for parallel machines avoided I/O as much as possible (distributed
databases have been a notable exception). Typical parallel applications (usually scientific programs) would
perform I/O only at the beginning and at the end of execution with the possible exception of infrequent
checkpoints. This has been changing: I/O-intensive parallel programs have emerged as one of the leading
consumers of cycles on parallel machines. This change has been driven by two trends. First, parallel
scientific applications are being used to process larger datasets that do not fit in memory [4, 10, 15, 37, 45].
Second, a large number of parallel machines are being used for non-scientific applications, for example
databases [21, 32, 44], data mining [2, 3, 16], web servers for busy web sites (e.g. Altavista and NCSA [23]).
Efficient execution of these applications requires high-performance I/O systems which need to be
designed to meet application I/O requirements. The I/O requirements of I/O-intensive parallel applications
are likely to be significantly different from the I/O requirements of Unix/Office applications which have
driven the development of most distributed file systems [19, 40, 41].
In this paper, we examine the I/O requirements associated with I/O-intensive parallel applications and
examine the implications of these requirements on the design of I/O systems for parallel machines. We
attempt to answer the following questions:
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1. What is the steady-state and peak I/O rates required by the application? These rates indicate how
aggressive the I/O system needs to be.
2. What is the degree of intra-processor and inter-processor locality in I/O accesses? These measures
indicate whether caching previously accessed data is likely to improve performance and if so, where
should the cache(s) be placed. This information is also useful to understand the impact of alternative
disk placements on application performance. For example, if all processors in an application access
only their own partition, the use of private disks instead of shared disks can be expected to reduce
communication requirements; on the other hand, if the data in a partition is written by the owning
processor but read by all processors, the use of shared disks might be appropriate.
3. What are the spatial patterns of I/O requests? In particular, what are the common request sizes and
whether I/O requests are sequential.
4. Does the application structure allow programmers to disclose future I/O requests to the I/O system?
If this is indeed the case, it would provide an opportunity for the I/O system to improve the utilization
of the storage devices as well as reduce the latency of I/O requests [24, 35].
5. Finally, are there patterns in the inter-arrival times of I/O requests? This information would allow the
I/O system to better schedule prefetches for I/O requests from individual applications as well as from
multiple applications.
To address these questions, we have analyzed I/O request traces for a diverse set of I/O-intensive parallel
applications. This set includes three parallel scientific applications and four non-scientific applications
(including IBM’s DB2 Parallel Edition, datamining, a parallel web server and parallel textual search).
These applications have been tuned, to various degrees, to achieve good I/O performance. We believe
that this is important as studying applications which have not been tuned for I/O performance can lead to
misleading conclusions [1]. We ran these applications on an IBM SP-2 and captured the I/O requests using
the trace facility provided by AIX 4.1. In addition, we have acquired the I/O request traces made available
by the Pablo group at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign [34]. These traces correspond to four
parallel scientific applications from several domains. We included these traces in our analysis to avoid bias
due to choice of application domain.
Previous research on the characterization the I/O requirements of parallel applications has focused
exclusively on scientific applications and has taken one of four approaches. French et al [17], Nitzberg [31]
and Bordawekar et al [8] used synthetic benchmarks that are intended to emulate what the authors felt are
common I/O behaviors. This approach provides information about the I/O capabilities of the machine that the
experiments are being run on; does not provide information about application requirements. Kotz et al [25,
36] traced I/O requests from a large number of applications at two supercomputing sites. This approach is
similar, in spirit, to the well-known studies of distributed file-systems done at Berkeley [7, 33] and Carnegie
Mellon [29]. This approach provides useful information about the manner in which the parallel machines
and their I/O systems are used, it does not distinguish between applications for which I/O performance
is critical and applications for which I/O performance is not important. Examples of the latter include
programs being debugged, programs that are compute-bound or communication-bound or programs that
run for relatively short periods. Acharya et al[1], Karpovich et al [22] and Smirni et al[42] have looked
at individual I/O-intensive applications to determine what is needed to make them run fast. Many of the
conclusions reached by these studies are useful for designing I/O systems of parallel machines. However,
these studies were limited by the small number of applications each of them studied. In particular, none of
them included non-scientific applications. Finally, Cypher et al[14], Reddy et al[38] and Reed et al [12, 43]
analyzed the behavior of groups of parallel applications that perform I/O. Cypher et al determined the
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steady-state I/O rate for a set of eight programs. This helps answer one part of one of the questions
mentioned above. Reddy et al studied parallel versions of the Perfect Club benchmarks and found that
file-accesses were sequential. The I/O for these benchmarks was, however, not parallelized. The studies
conducted by Reed et al were the most thorough and are the closest to our work. However, they did not
examine several of the questions mentioned above and they did not include non-scientific applications. We
believe that a significant fraction of parallel machines are used for data-intensive non-scientific applications
and that studies that are used to establish requirements for I/O systems for parallel machines should include
such applications.
We first describe the applications studied in this paper. We describe the I/O request traces and how they
were obtained. We then attempt to answer each question mentioned above using these traces. Finally, we
discuss the conclusions and compare them with the conclusions reached by other studies.

2 Application suite and I/O traces
For this study, we selected a suite of eleven applications. Our goal in the selection process was to achieve
diversity in application domain as well as application structure. We believe we have been fairly successful
in this endeavor. Of the eleven applications, seven are scientific and four are non-scientific. The domains of
scientific applications include remote-sensing, linear algebra, electron scattering, rendering planetary pictures, quantum chemistry, and radar imaging. The non-scientific applications include a relational database,
data-mining, a parallel web server and textual search. These applications have a variety of application
structures and communication patterns. Furthermore, the applications (or the I/O request traces) have been
acquired from a variety of sources.
We first briefly describe the applications and the datasets. We then describe what information is captured
in the I/O request traces. Finally, we describe how the I/O request traces were captured.

2.1

Applications we traced

We traced a total of seven applications, four non-scientific and three scientific. We refer to these groups
as non-scientific and scientific-1. These applications were run on eight processors of an IBM SP-2 which
has multiple disks attached to each processor. We used the AIX trace utility to trace I/O-related system
calls (open, close, read, write and seek). We also captured a trace of the message-passing activity and
context-switches. This allowed us to accurately compute the inter-arrival times for I/O requests and to better
understand the application behavior.
DB2 Parallel Edition: this is the commercial-grade parallel RDBMS from IBM [20]. It partitions large
relations using one of the attributes or a set of the attributes. To drive this application, we constructed
a simulated database containing records for one year’s operation of a large department store. It includes
records for one million customers, 100 thousand products, 10 thousand employees, 200 departments and 100
million transactions. DB2 uses multiple processes per processor to implement multiple threads of control.
These processes are used for performing different database tasks as well as to implement asynchronous
I/O. The total database size was 5.2 GB and it was stored in 831 files (including the indices). We ran
five consecutive queries against this database. These queries perform complex join, set, and aggregate
operations on indexed and non-indexed relations. For these queries, DB2 uses a directed outer-table join
strategy in which rows of the outer table is hashed (based on the partitioning key) to the node where join is
performed [20]. The total execution time for all five queries was 7,688 seconds.
Data-mining: this application tries to extract association rules from retail data [27] – in particular, buying
patterns that characterize the shopping behavior of retail customers. This application performs I/O using
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synchronous read operations. We have used a database consisting of 50 million transactions, with an
average transaction size of 10 items and maximal potentially frequent set size of 3 (see [3, 27] for details).
The dataset size for this program was 4 GB and was partitioned into 8 files, one per processor. This
application ran for 679 seconds.
Parallel Web Server: this application uses a parallel web-server based on the round-robin DNS scheme
described by Katz et al [23]. Similar schemes are used by most busy commercial web sites. We used the
Apache 1.2 server [6] as the base web server which is replicated on the participating hosts. This application
uses multiple processes per processor to implement multiple threads of control. Over the period of a day,
it creates a large number of processes (about 2000), most of which terminate relatively soon. At any given
time, there are no more than ten active processes. We used NASA Kennedy Space Center’s httpd logs for
August 1995 to create the document hierarchy as well as to drive the application. The size of the dataset
served was 524 MB which is stored in 13,457 files. To account for the explosive growth in web accesses
since 1995, we collapsed the request stream for the entire month to a single day - taking care to preserve
the time-of-day variations. The experiment was run over a 24 hour period and a total of about 1.5 million
HTTP requests were served, delivering over 36 GB of data.
Parallel text search: for this application, we used a modified parallel version of the agrep program from
University of Arizona which is capable of partial match and approximate searches [46]. Our version can
operate in one of two modes. In the first mode, the list of files to be searched is partitioned, round-robin,
among the processors; in the second mode, each input file is block-partitioned among the processors.
This application performs I/O using synchronous read operations. To drive this application, we used the
/users document hierarchy on the University of Maryland web server and a complex pattern including
wildcards, disjunction and substitution. The hierarchy contained 475 MB in 18,655 files. We searched the
dataset twice: once as a hierarchy (using pgrep in the first mode) and as a single tar file (using pgrep in
the second mode). The execution times were 94 seconds for the hierarchy and 41 seconds for the tarfile,
respectively.
Titan: is a parallel scientific database for remote-sensing data [9]. In addition to retrieving data, Titan
performs navigation, correction and composition to generate a land-cover image of the region of interest.
The region of interest is specified by temporal and geographical (latitude-longitude) ranges. Titan contains
two months of data from the NOAA-7 satellite. This application performs I/O using the asynchronous
lio listio operations. It throttles the number of requests to keep the number of outstanding I/O requests
under a user-specified limit. The total database size is 30 GB which spans 60 data-files. To drive this
application, we used three queries which span a 30-day period over the entire globe, North America and
Asia respectively (see [9] for details). The total execution time for these three queries was 583 seconds.
LU decomposition: this application computes the dense LU decomposition of an out-of-core matrix [18].
This application performs I/O using synchronous read/write operations. To drive this application, we
used an 8192  8192 double precision matrix (total size 536 MB) with a slab size of 64 columns. The
dataset was stored in 8 files, one per processor, and the total execution time was 2,987 seconds.
Sparse Cholesky: this application computes Cholesky decomposition for sparse, symmetric positivedefinite matrices [1]. It stores the sparse matrix as panels (instead of blocks). This application performs
I/O using synchronous read/write operations. To drive this application, we used the skirt matrix from
NASA that contains over 45 million double-precision nonzeros and 45,361 columns for a total of 437 MB.
The dataset was stored in 8 files, one per processor, and the total execution time was 2,696 seconds.
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2.2

Application traces we acquired

We acquired four I/O request traces from the web repository provided by the Pablo research group at the
University of Illinois [34]. These traces were generated using the Pablo instrumentation software [39] on
the Intel Paragon at California Institute of Technology. We refer to these applications as the scientific-2
group of applications.
Rendering: this application uses a parallel ray-tracing algorithm to combine planetary imagery with topographic information to create a sequence of three-dimensional perspective views of planetary surfaces [12].
This application performs I/O using asynchronous iread operations. For this study, we selected the trace
corresponding to a Mars flyby. The total dataset size is about 1 GB; the number of files is about 110. This
trace was collected from a 128-processor run; the total execution time was 470 seconds.
Ab-initio quantum chemistry (Hartree-Fock): this application calculates the non-relativistic interactions
among atomic nuclei and electrons. It consists of three parts - the first two parts initialize out-of-core data
that is used in the third part which dominates the I/O requirements [12]. This application performs I/O using
synchronous read/write operations. For this study, we selected the trace corresponding to the third part
working on a 16-atom dataset. The total I/O volume is 4 GB, the total number of files is 130. This trace
was collected from a 128 processor run; the total execution time was 1008 seconds.
Electron scattering: this application solves electron-scattering problems using the Schwinger multichannel
method [12]. This application performs I/O using synchronous read/write operations. For this study,
we selected the trace corresponding to a dataset with 13 channels (run 8 on the Pablo web-site). This trace
was collected from a 256-processor run; the total execution time was about 6000 seconds.
Synthetic Aperture Radar: this application processes four channels of SAR data to compute highresolution ground surface images [13]. This application performs I/O using synchronous read/write
operations. The total input dataset was about 536 MB in four equally-sized files (there are two other
small files); the total output was about 51 MB in four equally-sized files. This trace was collected from a
256-processor run; the total execution time was about 114 seconds.

3 I/O demand
Qualitatively, the I/O demand of an application can be characterized as the I/O-to-computation ratio – the
amount of I/O required per unit processing time. We computed two measures to quantify the I/O demand
of an application: the peak instantaneous I/O rate and the steady-state I/O rate. The instantaneous I/O
rate is computed as the amount of data moved for fixed processing time periods; peak instantaneous rate
is the maximum instantaneous I/O rate over the entire execution. The steady-state I/O rate is computed as
the ratio of the total data moved and the total processing time. Note that, for both of these metrics, the
denominator includes only the processing time and does not include the time spent performing I/O. The peak
instantaneous I/O rate of an application is an upper bound on the desired I/O bandwidth of the machine the
application is run on. Given sufficient memory for prefetching and information about the sequence of I/O
requests the application will make, a machine with a total I/O bandwidth greater than the peak instantaneous
I/O rate can completely eliminate the time spent waiting for I/O. The steady-state I/O rate of an application
is the corresponding lower bound.
Since the cost of fulfilling an I/O request usually consists of a fixed cost per request plus a variable
cost roughly proportional to size of the request, the rate at which an application issues I/O requests is also
important. To quantify the rate at which applications issue requests, we computed the peak instantaneous
request rate and the steady-state request rate, which are analogous to the I/O rate metrics described above.
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Table 1 presents the I/O and request rates for all the applications. We make three observations. First,
these applications present a very small I/O demand for writes; the I/O and request rates for writes are
uniformly low. This includes out-of-core scientific applications like lu, cholesky and escat. This is
because each block that is both read and written is written once but read multiple times. This is not to argue
that no application needs high write bandwidth. Instead, we believe that for a wide variety of applications,
write bandwidth is not a major concern. Second, non-scientific applications require far more I/O bandwidth.
We attribute this to the fact that most non-scientific applications (including these applications) perform
relatively simple operations on the data – check a predicate, look for string matches, transfer data over
the network. In contrast, scientific applications, usually perform relatively complex operations on the data
they process – e.g., navigation, block multiplication, FFT. Third, non-scientific applications make a very
large number of requests – the minimum steady-state request rate for non-scientific applications is over 100
requests/s. Within non-scientific applications, the applications that process a large number of files, db2,
pgrep-dir and web-server, have extremely large request rates. This can be partially attributed to the
fact that many of these files are small and data transferred per request is small. The files for db2 are not
small but the current implementation has been hardcoded to read data in small (4 KB) chunks which results
in the generation of a large number of requests.
Analyzing the inter-arrival times of I/O requests, we found that I/O is bursty for all the scientific
applications. One common cause of burstiness is the read-process loop structure used in many of these
programs. Such loops use a bursty sequence of requests to fill a set of buffers which are then processed
without intervening I/O requests. Other causes include processing that takes time non-linear in the size of
data (e.g. lu, cholesky). Of the non-scientific applications, I/O is bursty for only two (pgrep-dir and
web-server). For the other three, I/O demand is more or less steady. The steady demand for db2 can
be partially attributed to the one-query-at-a-time processing. We expect that in a multi-query scenario, I/O
demand for db2 would be bursty.
Given the high steady-state and peak demands for reads, we conclude that I/O systems should be
aggressive on optimizing data retrieval; we expect that simple write-behind policies would be effective
given the low demand for writing data. Furthermore, given the bursty nature of I/O demand for most
applications, we believe that the peak instantaneous I/O rate should be preferred to steady-state I/O rate as
the metric of choice for designing I/O systems for parallel machines. Given the heterogeneity of the machines
used to gather the traces, we hesitate to estimate a single value for desired I/O bandwidth. However, we do
believe that an I/O system that delivers a read bandwidth of about 19 MB/s per-processor (d 1478 :6 e) should
meet the requirements of even the most demanding applications in the near future and that a read bandwidth
of 10 MB/s per-processor ( d 638:1 e) should be adequate for most applications. Note that this measures
are dependent on the time taken to execute the code between successive requests and as such are sensitive
to several factors including processor speed, memory bandwidth and network bandwidth. However, since
neither pgrep nor dmine performs communication in between I/O requests, these are largely dependent
on processor speed and memory bandwidth.

4 Request size and sequentiality
One of the key observations that has been repeatedly used in the design of file-systems is that most files
are accessed sequentially. All widely-used file-systems available on Unix platforms implement some
form of read-ahead to take advantage of this access pattern. The validity of this observation for parallel
platforms has, however, been in question. In their analysis of long-term traces from two parallel machines,
Kotz et al [25, 36] found that on those machines, in addition to sequentially accessed files, many files
were accessed in a strided or nested-strided pattern. In addition, they found that a significant number of
the requests were small (e.g., in the iPSC/860 study, 96% of the reads were smaller than 4 KB [25]). A
6

Application
db2
dmine
web-server
pgrep-dir
pgrep-tar
lu
cholesky
titan
render
hartree
escat
sar

I/O Transfer Rate (MB/s)
Read
Write
Overall
20.6 (5.2) 0.7 (0.4)
21.1 (5.3)
63.1 (21.7)
63.1 (21.7)
25.1 (11.4) 0.3 (0.001)
25.1 (11.4)
123.6 (75.4)
- 123.6 (75.4)
147.6 (129.9)
- 147.6 (129.9)
10.4 (7.6) 3.8 (0.2)
11.5 (7.8)
8.2 (0.2) 4.2 (0.04)
8.2 (0.2)
31.1 (2.8)
31.1 (2.8)
6.3 (2.0) 0.9 (0.2)
7.3 (2.3)
16.6 (4.1) 0.3 (0.005)
16.6 (4.1)
49.1 (6.5) 0.8 (0.1)
49.1 (7.5)
33.5 (3.9) 3.9 (0.5)
33.5 (4.2)

Request Rate (Req/s)
Read
Write
Overall
5,248 (1,308) 164 (100) 5,348 (1,309)
493 (170)
493 (170)
1,527 (696) 161 (9) 1,533 (705)
2,044 (669)
- 2,044 (669)
121 (107)
121 (107)
51 (22) 195 (8)
195 (30)
54
(9)
28
(8)
56 (17)
174 (20)
174 (20)
20
(2)
3
(1)
20
(3)
208 (52)
19
(1)
209 (53)
708 (109) 256 (119)
769 (116)
23
(4)
3
(1)
24
(4)

Table 1: Peak instantaneous and steady-state I/O and request rates for different applications. The unparenthesized number in every cell is the peak instantaneous rate; the parenthesized number is the corresponding steady-state rate. The instantaneous rates were computed based on one-second time intervals. The
first and second group of applications were run on 8 processors of an SP-2, hartree and render were
run on 128 processors of a Paragon and escat and sar were run on 256 processors of a Paragon.

later paper by Acharya et al [1] studied several I/O-intensive parallel applications and found that nestedstrided patterns and small request sizes in those applications were caused by placement of I/O operations in
inner-loops. Loop reordering following by simple coalescing allowed I/O operations to be placed in outer
loops and greatly increased the request size. In this section, we provide information about the request size
distribution and the access patterns for all the applications we studied. We hope that this information will
help address the controversy.
The applications examined in this study display five distinct read request patterns: (1) single-scan,
where each file is read once without seeks; (2) multi-scan, where each file is read sequentially but
is read more than one time; (3) triangle-scan, where the file is read in gradually increasing sweeps
starting at the beginning of the file; (4) strided-scan, where each file is read in a strided fashion, there
being a seek between successive read requests; and (5) oscillating-scan, where the accesses oscillate
between two scans. The first two patterns are obvious; Figure 1 illustrates the latter three.
Four applications, sar, render, dmine and db2, had the single-scan access pattern. Two applications, hartree and web-server, had multi-scan access patterns. The two linear algebra applications,
lu and cholesky had triangle-scan access patterns. Finally, strided-scan and oscillating-scan occurred
for one application each (escat and titan respectively). Note that these patterns correspond to read
requests from individual processors - i.e., they are per-processor patterns.
Figure 2 presents the cumulative distributions of the read and write requests for the three application
classes. There is no graph for write request size for non-scientific applications – these applications perform
few or no writes. We make three observations. First, except for a small number of 100-byte requests for
render, read requests for all applications are large. All the non-scientific applications used 128 KB read
requests except db2 which used 4 KB read requests; all the scientific applications issued read requests
larger than 100 KB. The 4 KB request size observed for DB2 is not inherent in the design of the system
– the DB2 manual indicates that the request size can be 4,8,16 or 32 KB. Second, most write requests are
also large but not as large as the read requests, especially for the Scientific-2 applications. Recall, however,
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Figure 1: Examples of file access patterns. Graph (a) displays only the first 1000 read requests for lu for
clarity. The same pattern persists through all requests.
from Table 1 that for these applications, the number of read requests is several times the number of write
requests.
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Figure 2: Cumulative distributions of I/O request sizes. Note that the x-axis in all graphs is log-scaled.
Based primarily on the studies by Kotz et al, recent proposals for file-system interfaces have included
support for scatter-gather requests with small component requests and/or for strided and nested-strided
requests [11, 26, 30]. We note that for the variety of applications examined in this study, request sizes were
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usually large and the access patterns were both simpler and more complex than nested strides. We believe
that this reflects the fact that many applications are not structured as regular nested-loops with I/O in the
inner loop – which could generate the regular small-request scatter-gather or the nested-strided patterns.

5 Intra-processor and inter-processor locality
Another observation that has driven the design of file-systems is the presence of temporal locality in accesses
to files and disk blocks. All widely-used file-systems available on Unix platforms implement some form
of caching to take advantage of this. In a parallel machine, file caches can be placed at the servers, at
the clients or both. The impact of these caches depend on inter-processor and intra-processor locality in
I/O requests. Server caches are useful if multiple clients access the same data; client caches are useful if
individual processors repeatedly access the same data. Information about inter-processor locality is also
useful to determine placement of disks in a parallel machine. In the absence of inter-processor locality,
it is usually better to attach disks to individual processors. Since the data is perfectly partitioned, this
would allow to the application to achieve a high aggregate I/O bandwidth. In the presence of significant
inter-processor locality, it might be better to share the disks by placing in a central location. In this section,
we describe the locality characteristics of the applications we examined in this study and the implications
of these characteristics for placement of file caches and disks.
For inter-processor locality, we found that: (1) there is little or no write-sharing between processors and
(2) disk-block-level read-sharing occurs only for the Scientific-1 applications – lu, cholesky and titan.
Figure 3(a) presents a quantitative measure of the sharing in these applications. It shows that 50% of the
dataset is read-shared between 2-5 processors (recall that these experiments were run on an 8-processor
machine). In addition, multiple processors running web-server share whole files. Figure 3(b) plots
the percentage of files that are shared by more than one processors. It shows that more than 50% of files
are shared by at least two processors and 25% of the files are shared by 5 or more processors. However,
web-server has little concurrent read-sharing; less than 1% of the files are read by multiple processors
at the same time. For the Scientific-1 applications, accesses to the shared data are concurrent and explicitly
synchronized by the applications.
Data-sets for the remaining applications are perfectly partitioned – each processor accesses data only
in its own partition. In particular, the data-sets for all non-scientific applications except web-server
are perfectly partitioned. This suggests that (1) local disks are an important component of I/O systems for
parallel machines and (2) server caches are useful for a small subset of applications.
For intra-processor locality, we found that: (1) temporal locality between read requests exists for applications with triangle-scan and multi-scan access patterns – lu, cholesky, hartree and web-server;
(2) temporal locality between write and read requests exists for one of the applications (escat). Rest of
the applications read the data once.
For applications with a triangle-scan access pattern, i.e., lu and cholesky, the frequency with which
data is accessed depends on its position in the file. Data at the beginning of the file is accessed most
frequently; data at the end of the file is accessed infrequently (see Figure 1). If the client-cache is not large
enough to hold the entire data-set, or a large subset thereof, an LRU-based caching policy would provide
little benefit. An alternative cache replacement policy that uses the information about the access pattern is
likely to work better. This policy would partition the cache into two segments. The first segment would hold
as much data from the beginning of the file as possible; once installed, data in this segment would not be
replaced. The second segment would hold data from the rest of the file and would use a MRU replacement
policy. 1
1

We would like to point out that attractive as this policy appears, we have not yet evaluated its impact on a real implementation.
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Figure 3: Inter-processor file and data sharing, intra-processor locality.
For applications with a multi-scan access pattern, the utility of client-caching depends on the length of
the scan, the number of times it is repeated and the size of the cache. If the length of the scan is larger than
the cache size, caching provides no advantage. Of the two multi-scan applications, hartree is simpler to
analyze as the length of its scan is fixed (about 6 MB) and the number of repetitions is fixed (four). The
utility of client-caching web-server is harder to analyze for two reasons: (1) different files have different
lengths and (2) different files are accessed at widely varying frequencies (the average number of requests
for a file over the experiment was 77 whereas the maximum number of requests was 19450). To estimate
the potential impact of client-caches for web-server, we computed the access-distance metric which is
defined as the average number of unique bytes accessed between two successive accesses to the same file.
If the same file is accessed more than once, this metric counts it only once (assuming it would be cached for
the second and later accesses). This metric provides an indication of the size of cache needed assuming an
LRU replacement policy. Figure 3(c) plots the percentage of files with an access-distance less than 100 MB.
We note that 40% of all files have an access-distance less than 1 MB. The average access-distance for all
files was 20.9 MB (These findings are consistent with the previous research on web workloads [5]). This
indicates that client-caching with reasonable-sized caches with LRU replacement are likely to be useful for
web-server.
Finally, for escat, there is read-after-write locality between the two phases. Each processor writes
intermediate data to a private file in the earlier phase which it reads back in the later phase [12].
From the variety of caching policies required, we conclude that no single caching policy is best and
that, ideally, I/O systems for parallel machines should allow the application to control or specify the caching
policy.

6 Foreknowledge of I/O requests
Pre-fetching is one of the primary techniques used to reduce or eliminate I/O latency for read requests. A key
requirement for successful pre-fetching is information about future I/O requests. Several techniques have
been proposed for efficient pre-fetching (and caching) which assume that such information is available [24,
35]. It is conjectured that for most I/O-intensive applications, it is not difficult to acquire information
about future I/O requests [1, 35]. Our experience with the applications examined in this study supports this
conjecture. For all applications except web-server, it is not difficult to acquire precise information about
future read requests. In this section, we briefly describe how this can be done for individual applications.
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For all of applications examined in this study except web-server, the sequence of I/O requests can
be determined soon after the execution begins. For some of the applications, lu, render, hartree,
escat, sar, dmine and pgrep, the sequence of I/O requests can be determined using knowledge
about the structure of the application and a few input parameters. For other applications, db2, titan,
cholesky, information about the data is needed as well. For the database applications, the list of I/O
requests and the order in which they will be issued is computed using indices that describe the contents and
location of data. For cholesky, the sequence of I/O requests can be computed using the elimination-tree
which describes the sparsity structure of the matrix to be factorized [1].

7 Possibility of predicting request inter-arrival times
One of the problems with effective use of information about future I/O requests is that usually no information
is available about the time intervals between successive read requests. In the absence of this information,
the I/O system has to guesstimate how far ahead in the request sequence should it prefetch [1, 35].
Patterson et al [35] assume that the time between read requests is constant; Acharya et al[1] use applicationspecific heuristics to compute the prefetch horizon. The impact of this lacuna can be even larger for I/O
systems that serve multiple applications as it is difficult to impose a reasonable total order on request
sequences from different applications. In this section, we examine the possibility of prediction of interarrival times. We assume that information about future I/O requests is available (as discussed in section 6).
We first examine the inter-arrival times with the goal of determining common patterns, if any. We would like
to point out at the outset that since the execution time between successive requests depends on a complex set
of factors (caching, memory bandwidth, context switch times, delays in inter-processor communication),
patterns, if any, in inter-arrival times are likely to be “noisy” to varying degrees. The goal of our examination
was to extract approximate patterns which could be of some help in determining the prefetch horizon (and
order of prefetches for multiple applications). We then describe common application structures which
could/would cause such patterns in inter-arrival times. Finally, we discuss a technique by which the I/O
system might be able to estimate the inter-arrival times in an online fashion, with some help from the user
(or the compiler).
We found three kinds of patterns in the inter-arrival times of read requests. For two applications,
dmine and pgrep-tar, the inter-arrival time was (approximately) constant. For five applications,
db2, pgrep-dir, render, escat and hartree, the inter-arrival time was piece-wise constant and
repetitive. For example, see Figure 4 (a). In this case, the inter-arrival time is constant except for spikes at
regular intervals (the spikes have been truncated to better display the constancy of the inter-arrival periods.
For two applications, lu and cholesky, the inter-arrival time was piece-wise quadratic and repetitive.
For example, see Figure 4 (b). Finally, for two applications, titan and web-server, the sequence of
inter-arrival times had no discernible patterns.
The repetitive nature of the patterns suggests that it might be possible for the I/O system to determine
the pattern during the first few repetitions and to use that information to estimate the inter-arrival times for
the subsequent repetitions. This is similar to the record-replay technique used by Mukherjee et al[28] for
determining the communication patterns for distributed shared memory machines. The primary issue that
has to be taken care of is how to detect the end of a repetition. This problem can be solved if the sequence
of I/O requests that occur in a repetition are disclosed in a single group. To explore how difficult it would
be to do this, we came up with generalized loop structures that would generate the three observed patterns
in inter-arrival times and tried to determine: (1) whether the observed patterns were indeed generated by
loops similar to the postulated loop structures and (2) whether it is difficult to group the I/O requests that
correspond to individual repetitions in the patterns. Figure 5 shows the generalized loop structures. For the
applications that we had the source code for, dmine, pgrep, lu, cholesky and hartree, we were
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requests.
Constant
Piece-wise constant

loop
do I/O with fixed req size
do processing linear in req. size
end loop

loop
loop
do I/O with fixed req. size
do processing linear in req. size
end loop

Piece-wise quadratic
loop
do I/O
processing quadratic in req. size
end loop

other processing
end loop

Figure 5: Loop structures corresponding to the observed patterns in inter-arrival times.
able to verify the correspondence between the structure of the code and the corresponding generalized loop
structure. Given these loop structures, we believe it should not be difficult for a programmer (or a compiler)
to group the disclosed I/O requests as desired.

8 Conclusions
In this section, we summarize our conclusions.





Given the high steady-state and peak demands for read requests, I/O systems should be aggressive on
optimizing data retrieval; we expect that simple write-behind policies would be effective given the
low demand for writing data.
For the current hardware, an I/O system that delivers a read bandwidth of about 19 MB/s per-processor
should meet the requirements of even the most demanding applications and that a read bandwidth of
10 MB/s per-processor should be adequate for most applications. Note that these figures assume zero
latency to the I/O system and a perfect interleaving of computation and I/O.
For the variety of applications examined in this study, requests were usually large and the access
patterns were both simpler and more complex than nested strides.
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There is little or no write-sharing between processors.
Local disks are an important component of I/O systems for parallel machines.
Different applications require different caching policies – in particular, they need different cache
replacement policies and different cache placement (server/client/both) decisions. Ideally, I/O systems
for parallel machines should allow the application to control or specify the caching policy.
For many applications, the sequence of inter-arrival times between read requests can be described by
relatively simple patterns. We have seen three patterns: constant, piece-wise constant and piece-wise
quadratic. The repetitive nature of the patterns suggests that it might be possible for the I/O system
to determine the pattern during the first few repetitions and to use that information to estimate the
inter-arrival times for the subsequent repetitions. We are planning to explore this further.
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